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LandS that hoLd onE SpELLbound: a StoRy 
of EaSt GREEnLand. by SpEncER apoLLonIo. 
calgary, alberta: university of calgary press, 2008. co-
published with the arctic Institute of north america. 
ISbn 978-1-55238-240-0. northern Lights Series, no. 
11. xx + 322 p., maps, b&w illus., glossary, bib. Soft-
bound. cdn$34.95.

the author of this work introduces it as “an informal his-
tory of East Greenland” (p. ix). to enjoy this volume, which 
is well put together and divided into six more or less chron-
ological chapters, the reader will need to ignore the several 
misconceptions that are embodied in the early pages of this 
volume (p. ix–xx).

the claim by the author that “its history has never been 
told” (p. ix) and by the publishers that this volume is the 
“only known overview of the history of this region” is 
somewhat inaccurate. Even discounting the numerous and 
varied histories of exploration in danish handbooks and 
atlases, there are many accounts in English dealing with 
the parts of the region that comprise apollonio’s expanded 
definition of “East Greenland.” apollonio unfortunately 
complicates understanding of his volume by ignoring the 
established geographical divisions of Greenland (fig. 1), 
and has extended his “East Greenland” or “east coast of 
Greenland” northwards to Kap Morris Jesup (p. xi). peary 
Land features prominently in several chapters in this vol-
ume, but is geographically in north Greenland. 

the history of East Greenland cannot be said to have been 
“neglected, overlooked, ignored” as apollonio claims (p. ix); 
this generalization is manifestly untrue in denmark, where 
there is an abiding interest in and demand for books about 
East Greenland. briefly naming just a few of the works in 
English that describe exploration, børge fristrup’s impres-
sive volume The Greenland Ice Cap (1966) describes all the 
early ice sheet crossings, as well as the later detailed work of 
the Expéditions polaires françaises under the leadership of 
paul-Émile Victor; and John haller’s geological description 
of northern East Greenland, Geology of the East Greenland 
Caledonides (1971), includes a 30-page history of geologi-
cal exploration from 1822 (William Scoresby) up to 1958. 
dan Laursen’s The Place Names of North Greenland (1972) 
provides very full details of all the expeditions that have 
visited north Greenland, and the English edition of peter 
Schmidt Mikkelsen’s book on the 20th-century fox-trapping 
activities of norwegians and danes, North-East Greenland 
1908–1960: The Trapper Era (2008), contains a substantial 
section on discovery and research in East Greenland from 
1607 (henry hudson) up to the present day, as do the two 
previous editions of this book in danish (published in 1994 
and 2001). the official tourism Website of East Greenland 
(www.eastgreenland.com) carries a 30-page summary of 
expeditions to East Greenland between 69˚ and 82˚ n lati-
tude. apollonio should have picked up at least some of these 
accounts in his research for this book, although it should be 
said that it is not obvious from their titles that these volumes 
include substantial histories of exploration. 

Greenland was a colony of denmark until 1953, when it 
became an integral part of the danish realm. the double 
names used for towns in Greenland, such as Godthåb/nuuk 
and Scoresbysund/Ittoqqortoormiit, have existed since the 
colonization period, with the danish name given priority. 
the granting of home Rule in 1979 led naturally to the 
Greenlandic names’ being given prominence; thus, town 
names became nuuk/Godthåb and Ittoqqortoormiit/Scores-
bysund. the danish town names did not disappear, as apol-
lonio implies (e.g., p. 296), but since 1979 have gradually 
fallen into disuse. both versions of the names are still found 
in modern danish atlases of Greenland (berthelsen et al., 
1989; Jakobsen et al., 2000). Greenland retained its strong 
links with denmark after 1979 (p. 297) not least because 
of denmark’s substantial annual contribution to support the 
Greenland economy (the present-day annual grant is 3000 
million d.Kr., ca. uS$500 million). Since 1979, usage of 
the Greenlandic name for Greenland, “Kalaallit nunaat” 

fIG. 1. Map showing the geographical divisions of Greenland (nord, Vest, 
and Øst = north, West, and East) and locations mentioned in the text. KMJ = 
Kap Morris Jesup, pL = peary Land, KcL = Kronprins christian Land, dLL 
= dronning Louise Land, R = Rigny bjerg, G = Gunnbjørn fjeld, and Kf = 
Kap farvel.
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has certainly become much more common, but in den-
mark it is still known as “Grønland” (or “Greenland” in 
English). I personally find it unhelpful that apollonio uses 
“Zemlya frantsa-Iosifa” (e.g., p. 182) for the archipelago 
north of Russia that was known (and still is, in many refer-
ence works) as “franz Josef Land.” fortunately, he did not 
apply this “politically correct” approach to the title of this 
volume; if he had, his subtitle would have been “a story of 
tunu,” or in translation, “a story of the backside.”

the six chapters of this volume are in fact well written, 
with just the right balance of factual information for each 
exploratory phase. the successive waves of Eskimo migra-
tion are helpfully linked with the equivalent Eskimo cul-
tures of north america. the norse settlement voyages to 
Greenland are briefly covered, but unfortunately without 
discussion of the landmarks (hvitserk and blåserk) in the 
sailing instructions of the Icelandic sagas that tornøe (1935) 
has convincingly argued are identical with the present-day 
Gunnbjørn fjeld and Rigny bjerg (fig. 1). William Scores-
by’s 1822 observations and mapping of the central part of 
East Greenland are rightly given prominence, as are the 
early danish expeditions (by Wilhelm Graah, Gustaf holm, 
Vilhelm Garde, carl Ryder, and Georg carl amdrup) to 
southern East Greenland and the German (Karl Koldewey) 
and Swedish (a.G. nathorst) expeditions to northern East 
Greenland. Strictly speaking, the activities of Robert peary 
and Knud Rasmussen in peary Land, which is geographi-
cally in north Greenland, are outside the scope of a history 
of “East Greenland,” but they are in fact well linked with 
the search expeditions that followed the tragic loss of three 
members of the 1906–08 danmark Expedition. 

the british expeditions of the 1930s aimed at explora-
tion of East Greenland’s highest mountains are described 
individually; the highest summit, Gunnbjørn fjeld—the 
hvitserk of the Icelandic sagas—was climbed by a party 
led by geologist Lawrence Wager. Little is said, however, 
about Wager’s geological discovery of arguably the most 
famous layered intrusion in the world (see www.skaergaard.
org). the photographic voyages of Louise boyd are well 
described. (her stunning photographs, published in two 
volumes [boyd, 1935, 1948] by the american Geographical 
Society, exemplify the raw beauty of northern East Green-
land that inspired apollonio’s title.) the author clearly 
indicates the importance of Lauge Koch’s geological expe-
ditions to northern East Greenland in the conflict between 
denmark and norway over sovereignty of East Green-
land, which was settled in favor of denmark by majority 
decision of the International court at the hague in 1933. 
however, the danish and norwegian fox-trapping era in 
East Greenland, which also played a vital part in the sover-
eignty conflict, is mentioned only briefly. the full story has 
recently been related by Mikkelsen (2008). Lauge Koch’s 
1938 flights from Spitsbergen to north Greenland yielded 
important information about the interior of peary Land, but 
failed to find the supposed land off the coast of East Green-
land sighted by Ivar d. papanin’s 1937 ice-drift expedition. 
Known informally as Fata Morgana Land, this mythical 

land may have been the small group of islands 70 km east 
of the coast at 79˚ n that were rediscovered in 1993 by the 
German icebreaker Polarstjern. the Second World War 
saw danes and norwegians working together in defense of 
Greenland as members of the Sledge patrol.

after the war, Lauge Koch’s geological expeditions con-
tinued on an annual basis until 1958, and danish and nor-
wegian fox trapping resumed and continued until 1960. 
Eigil Knuth’s return with small groups to northern East 
Greenland and north Greenland is well covered, while 
the last major expedition described in detail is the british 
Expedition to northern East Greenland that surveyed and 
mapped dronning Louise Land in 1952–54. brief mention 
is made of the re-establishment of the Sirius dog Sledge 
patrol in 1950. this 12-member military group still exists, 
with its main task the patrolling of the uninhabited regions 
of East and north Greenland (not just the “northeast coast,” 
p. 291) to maintain danish sovereignty. the moves that led 
to establishment of a northeast Greenland national park 
are well told. however, the surge of climbing expeditions 
visiting East Greenland (fantin, 1969), notably the Staun-
ing alper nW of Scoresbysund and the inland mountainous 
regions north of tasiilaq, are inadequately covered in just a 
few words (p. 290).

the few pages devoted to “East Greenland in our time” 
(p. 290 – 296) notably lack any reference to the major 
expeditions by the Geological Survey of Greenland (now 
GEuS), which from 1968 to 1998 geologically mapped 
all of East Greenland, as well as all of north Greenland. 
these self-supporting large-scale expeditions made exten-
sive use of helicopters and twin otter aircraft. published 
geological maps at scale 1:500 000 now cover all of Green-
land, but a by-product of the East Greenland work has been 
the production of new topographic maps at 1:100 000 of all 
areas north of latitude 70˚ n. nor is there any mention in 
this volume of the ice-core borings on the Inland Ice car-
ried out from the 1970s onwards, many of them within the 
East Greenland sector, that have revolutionized studies of 
the last ice age and have great relevance to the present-day 
climate-warming debate. a minor detail, but it is not only 
tasiilaq that has acquired a tourist office (p. 303), but also 
Ittoqqortoormiit, which can no longer be said to receive 
“relatively few visitors” (p. 296). an average of 15 cruise 
ships now call at Ittoqqortoormiit/Scoresbysund annually, 
landing upwards of 1000 passengers each year.

there are numerous minor errors with respect to the place 
names on maps and in the text, but they do not affect the 
understanding of the narrative. apollonio is not to blame for 
the sometimes confusing usage adopted by the place name 
committee for Greenland, that names given after persons 
are always in two words (e.g., Gunnbjørn fjeld, Watkins 
bjerge; p. 88). nor could apollonio know that the commit-
tee modernized the original name “Loch fine” (p. 16, 82) to 
“Loch fyne” and approved Scoresby’s original “Liverpool 
Kyst” (p. 74) as “Liverpool Land.” furthermore, although 
Milne Land is an island, it has never been known as “Milne 
Ø” (p. 74), and the name of the island Shannon was perhaps 
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strangely approved in its present one-word form, rather than 
the more logical “Shannon Ø” (p. 16). the Greenlandic 
names have nearly all been correctly translated into English 
as far as I can judge, although the name ‘Ittoqqortoormiit’ 
(for the town Scoresbysund) that apollonio indicates as 
meaning “the people living in big houses” (p. 296) is not 
a new name; it is a modernized spelling of the original col-
ony name, Igtorqortôrmît, which in 1955 was translated as 
“those that live at the place with one large house,” a refer-
ence to the earliest days of the colony, when the priest and 
the governor both lived in the only large house.

the photographic illustrations in apollonio’s book are 
nearly all from historical sources, and many seem to have 
poor contrast, notably the very first photograph (opposite 
p. xv) of the boat Alabama. this volume would have been 
greatly improved by the inclusion of a few modern colour 
photographs; none of those reproduced here give a true 
impression of the glory and splendour of East Greenland, of 
the “lands that hold one spellbound” of the title. despite my 
critical comments, I commend Spencer apollonio for the 
excellent job he has done putting this volume together from 
the sources he used. this book will probably appeal mostly 
to north american readers since Europeans and danes 
interested in Greenland will have easier access to some of 
the other sources cited.
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fREE SpIRItS: poRtRaItS fRoM thE noRth. by 
bERn WILL bRoWn. toronto, ontario: novalis press, 
2007. ISbn 978-2-89507-900-2. 146 p., b&w illus., col-
our plates. Softbound. cdn$18.95. 

for those who read and enjoyed brown’s previous book, 
Arctic Journal: A Fifty Year Adventure in Canada’s North 
(1999), also published by novalis, his new book, though 
smaller and slimmer, will come as a welcome addition to 
northern libraries. Whereas Arctic Journal chronicled bern 
Will brown’s five decades of travel and living in northwest-
ern canada, Free Spirits presents 22 short stories focused 
largely on northern characters that brown (rather an impres-
sive northern character himself) either met or heard of dur-
ing his travels through the north. these carefully chosen 
tales cover topics ranging from misadventure to outstanding 
deeds: they tell of trappers and traders, herders and explor-
ers, clergy and prophets, sailors and artists, always with a 
warm, respectful, and sometimes affectionate presentation. 

born in Rochester, new york, in 1920, brown was 
ordained as an oblate missionary in 1948 and sent to fort 
norman, northwest territories. over the next 14 years, 
father brown travelled widely throughout the northwest 
territories and northern parts of the western provinces, 
taking mission assignments at fort franklin (now deline), 
camsell portage, uranium city, nahanni butte, and akla-
vik. In 1962, he was assigned to start a mission in the small, 
remote hare-Slavey community of colville Lake, where he 
built a beautiful log church. In 1971, he received permission 
from Rome to leave the oblate order to marry, and he and 
his wife, Margaret Steen, still live in colville Lake today, 
residing in a successful fishing lodge, also built of logs, 
which attracts wealthy fishermen from across north amer-
ica. Indeed, brown’s building skills are impressive, and he 
has left a legacy of churches in many of the communities 
to which he was posted. as a pilot and owner of his own 
amphibious aircraft, bern travelled widely throughout the 
north to investigate historical places and events and visit 
friends and strangers. It was only recently that brown, well 
into his eighties, gave up flying on his own. today, he is 
probably best known as an artist, depicting northern land-
scapes, people, places and events in his paintings. he is 
a photographer and filmmaker, and his 35 mm slides and  
16 mm film have recently been acquired by the nWt 
archives (pWnhc, 2008). he recently self-published 
a beautiful collection of 100 of his colour photographs 
(brown, 2008). 

Free Spirits starts with a lengthy foreword written by 
frederick Miller, a former editor of Oblate Missions mag-
azine, to which brown was a frequent contributor. Miller 
provides a detailed, interesting, and warm biography of 
brown and his accomplishments, which measures very 
well against the stories of other “characters” in the book. In 
an author’s note, brown explains that most of the stories 
were told to him in person, and it was his practice to make 
notes of the encounter once he got home, though in a few 
instances, he recorded interviews on tape. the stories range 




